Sign Shop
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Making Your Own Barcodes

Need a barcode? Use the Mobile In-House Sign Shop to make your own bar codes quickly and easily!
Simply follow the steps outlined below.

Steps to Make Bar Codes Using the Mobile In-House Sign Shop
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Locate the type of barcode font your scanner uses and download the font from the web.
Code 39 or code 128 is used by most scanners (see Example 1 below).
Code 39 Font TrueType (ttf) format

Turn *ABC 123* into
Download the Code 39 truetype barcode font
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Example 1. Locate your barcode font on the web and download.
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After you have downloaded the font, unzip it and add it to your fonts directory.
Your fonts directory can be found in your control panel (see Examples 2 and 3 below).

Example 2. Unzip your downloaded font.

Example 3. Add the font to your fonts directory.
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After you have installed the font you are ready to make a barcode using Gemini.
Open Gemini sign making software. Click on the text input icon and double click in the workspace.
Choose your barcode font from your font list and begin typing your barcode.
BEST PRACTICE: Type the number the barcode represents directly under the barcode for reference.
This is done with UPC codes at supermarkets. See example 4.

Example 4. Find your barcode font in Gemini.
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After your barcode design is complete, carefully apply it to your substrate. It is very important that the
barcode applies straight or it may not be read by your scanner.
BEST PRACTICE: Apply the barcode to magnet so you can easily move the label as needed.
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